Gandhi Memorial School
Holiday Home Work (2018 -2019)
The summer holiday homework is also available on school’s website i.e. www.gandhimemorialschool.com

Class- IV
Name________________________ Class & Section_____________________

To be conducted during Summer break

Subject –English
The long awaited summer vacation is here, bringing with it the gift of
togetherness that is spent in exploring books, watching informative programmes
and playing games. While fun is intrinsic to their age, fruitful occupation of their
time is of vital importance towards children as a progressive learning graph.
1. On an A-4 sheet write a poem of 10-12 lines on the topic " If I could fly...."
OR
2. Some virtues like love, kindness and sharing cannot be measured. On an A-3
sheet write a story on any one of the above mentioned topics with picture related
it.
3. Read chapter-1in literature book and write the character-sketch of Red Riding Hood
in about 60 words on A-4 sheet. Decorate the sheet nicely.
4. Read newspaper everyday and find out 10 words weekly with their meanings and
use them in your sentences.
Revise July PT syllabus
Subject- Mathematics
1)

Note down the birth dates of your family members and write them in a scrap
notebook in Roman numbers using match stick, straws or any waste materials
(coils, pencil shavings).
OR
Make a paper caterpillar and write odd/even/prime numbers between 1-50.

2) Prepare July Periodic test syllabus.
Worksheet (Do the following questions in Mathematics note book)
Q1.

Solve the following : a) Which number is 34,013 less than 36,541?

b)

Which number is 81,240 greater than 1,16,231?

c)

The sum of three numbers is 58,420. If one of them is 32,080 and the other is
16,492 find the third number.

Q2. Complete the following table:
Solid
(a)

Cuboid

(b)

Cube

(c)

Cylinder

(d)

Cone

(e)

Sphere

Vertices

Faces

Edges

Q3. Find the difference between the place value of 9 and 6 in 9163425.
Q4. Arrange in both ascending and descending order:
a) 2356841; 2365841; 2356184; 2536841; 2351684
b) 9090999; 9009999; 9009099; 9909090; 9009090
Q5. Fill in the blanks:
a) 5 even numbers between 63 and 73 are________________________________
b) 83 rounded to nearest 10 is _____________________________
c) 0÷ 14 is _______________________
d) There can be no fraction with ___________as a denominator.
e) 5m 3 cm = _________cm.
f) Two hours before 1:15 pm is _______________________
g) Four 250 ml glasses is the same as ______________ litre.

Q6.

Geeta had 54 more stickers than her best friend Chitra. If Chitra had 118
stickers, how many does Geeta have?
Q7. One bowl of Idli barter makes 8 idlis. How many bowls of batter will be used to
make 72 idlis? Q8. If January 3rd is Monday, what day will be on January 10th ?
Q9. If 9 bulbs cost ` 216, how much does one bulb cost?
Q10. If Rajat started jogging at 5:45 am and stopped 30 minutes later, at what time
did he stop jogging?
Subject- S.st
Task 1. Write down the names of all the States of India and their capital in your S.st
notebook and learn them too.
Task 2. Select any one state of India, draw its map and write ten lines about it on an A4
sheet.
(Teacher will assign different state to each student.)
Task 3. On an A4 sheet complete this list of Current Office Holders in the
Government of India.
1. The President of India
2. The Prime Minister of India
3. Finance Minister
4. Minister of External Affairs
5. Railway Minister
6. Education Minister
7. Home Minister
8. Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh
9. Chief Minister of Goa
10. Chief Minister of Punjab
11. Chief Minister of Delhi
12. Chief Minister of Manipur
Revise July PT syllabus
Subject:- Science
Q.1

Make a list of different types of plants in plains desert hills and water and draw
Plains , Desert, hills and water and draw the pictures in file.

Q.2

Make a food chain on A4 sheet

Q.3

Write the 10 lines of save trees.

Q.4

Learn question Answer of lesson 1 and 2 .

